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Abstract

The continuous progress in semiconductor VLSI technologies during the past several decades has provided the opportunity of realizing real-time intelligent image processing systems such as image recognition, object tracking, motion recognition, etc. However, the traditional approach of running image processing algorithms on general purpose processors is not practical for building efficient systems at rational costs with low power-consumption. Therefore, a number of VLSI chips having parallel processing architectures such as graphics processing units (GPUs) have been developed to enhance the performance. Although the processing time can be reduced greatly, such approaches are not still efficient enough due to the complex and expensive image processing algorithms which usually include a number of floating point operations. In order to resolve the problem of such a large gap between the algorithms and their VLSI implementation and to maximally utilize the power of semiconductor technologies, we try to develop algorithms which are compatible with the physical characteristics of VLSI circuits.

The robust nature of the human brain in visual information processing has been attracting a lot of researchers to discover better ways of image processing. Physiology research has revealed that the directional edge information in images is utilized as the most important clue in visual object recognition. Being inspired by such a biological principle, a series of direction-edge-based VLSI-implementation-adapted intelligent image processing algorithms as well as the corresponding VLSI circuits and systems have been proposed and developed in our laboratory.

This work succeeds the research in such bio-inspired algorithms, circuits, and systems. In order to minimize the latency caused by the image data transfer between the image sensor and the processing circuits, the most serious bottleneck in such systems, digital-pixel-sensor-embedded (DPS-embedded) processors were proposed and designed. The performance of such processor has been verified by building a real-time image recognition system with a very low latency. In
addition, a directional-edge-based object tracking algorithm was also proposed and partially implemented in an object tracking system by building processing circuits on FPGAs. In the followings, the work is described in more detail.

Firstly, a DPS-embedded global feature extraction VLSI processor for real-time image recognition has been developed. By combining the block-readout architecture of DSP and parallel processing elements, the latency of local feature extraction has been markedly reduced. By adapting the rank-order filter algorithm to hardware implementation, global feature extraction is accomplished in only 11 cycles. A prototype chip was designed in a 0.18-µm five-metal CMOS technology. The measurement results show that the VLSI processor can extract features more than 400 times faster than software processing running on a 2-GHz general-purpose processor when operating at 60 MHz.

Then, a DPS-embedded early-visual-processing VLSI processor for real-time intelligent image processing has been developed. Compared with the first chip, the enhancement in the functionality of processing elements in the global image processing block further improves the programmability of the processor. As a result, such a chip can handle multiple algorithms efficiently. A prototype chip was designed in a 65-nm 12-metal CMOS technology. The simulation results show that this VLSI processor can achieve all expected functions.

In order to demonstrate the power of such chips, a real-time image recognition system has been developed. The system is based on a VLSI-implementation friendly image recognition algorithm. By using the global directional-edge-feature extraction VLSI processor, the latency between the image capture and the final recognition as small as 906 µs has been demonstrated. The merit of the global feature extraction algorithm that it can focus on more significant features automatically has also been experimentally verified.

In the research on algorithms, a directional-edge-based object tracking algorithm was developed. By using directional-edge-based feature vectors, the system has been made robust against illumination variation. The on-line learning technique and the statistical multiple-candidate-location generation have further improved the performance, making the system robust against object size variation, partial occlusion, and object deformation. The performance was verified by experiments under varying disturbing conditions.
Finally, a simple real time object tracking system based on a restrained version of the prior algorithm has been implemented successfully. By experimental results, this system shows satisfying performance in simple tracking tasks by employing only eight candidate locations. Thanks to the fine-grained VLSI-implementation of the object tracking algorithm implemented in an FPGA, the total processing time for the tracking task has been reduced to about 0.1 ms when the system is running at a frequency of 60 MHz.

In this work, *circuits and systems* for brain-mimicking algorithms have been developed based on a very naïve model of the brain. In the algorithms of image processing, *directional edge information* plays an essential role for perception of still images as well as moving images. In these systems, the vast amount of subconscious processing in the mind has been implemented by VLSI chips or FPGAs. In order to build “*real-time responding human-like intelligent systems*” with small hardware volume and low powers, such development of hardware-friendly algorithms and their VLSI implementation in fine-grain parallel architectures are most essential.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Following the well-known Moore’s law (1), semiconductor very large scale integration (VLSI) technologies have made remarkable progress in the past several decades and will continue to advance. Such a rapid development has provided the opportunity of realizing real-time intelligent image processing systems such as image recognition, object tracking, and association. However, the traditional approach of running image processing tasks on general purpose processors is not practical for building efficient systems at rational costs with low power-consumption. In order to solve this problem, a number of VLSI chips, including the popular used graphics processing units (GPUs), are developed to enhance the performance. These chips can significantly increase the performance of such systems; for example, in a particular application, a speed up of 263 has been reported by using a GPU (2). Although the processing time can be reduced greatly, such approaches are not efficient enough regarding to the complex and expensive image processing algorithms that usually include a number of floating point operations. The large gap between the algorithm and the VLSI implementation severely restricts the full utilization of the power of semiconductor technologies. Therefore,
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intelligent image processing algorithms that can be implementation directly into VLSIs are very desirable. In addition, in the era of nanoscale integration, devices have presented difficult problems such as crosstalk, electromagnetic interference (EMI), radiations, process variations, simultaneously switching outputs (SSO), leakage current, temperature fluctuations, etc. The variation problem (3; 4; 5; 6), in particular, is a very serious issue because it is rooted in the fundamentals of nature. As a result, for building circuits and systems in such advanced technologies, the algorithms should be robust enough to tolerate the unexpected errors.

To meet such requirements in developing intelligent image processing systems, instead of using or improving the existed algorithms such as scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) (7), gradient location and orientation histogram (GLOH) (8; 9), or Speeded-up robust features (SURF) (10) which are very difficult to be implemented into VLSI directly, we search ideas from the human brains. This is because of the brains’ robust functions, especially its strong visual information processing capability. Physiology research (11) has revealed that the directional edge information in images is utilized as the most important clue in visual object recognition. Being inspired by such a biological principle, a series of direction-edge-based intelligent image processing algorithms as well as the corresponding VLSI circuits and systems have been proposed and developed.

In §1.2, related works in circuit implementation for intelligent image processing are described. §1.3 explains our bio-inspired image processing algorithms and their corresponding circuits. Then §1.4 shows the scope of the thesis, and finally the organization of the thesis is described in §1.5.
1.2 Related Works

1.2.1 VLSI processors for real-time performance

In this section, some VLSI implementations for intelligent image processing and their problems are introduced.

For performance enhancement, many configurable processors are developed by employing single instruction/multiple data (SIMD) architecture (12; 13; 14; 15). In reference (12), a one-dimensional SIMD linear array including 128 processing elements (PEs) is employed for achieving real-time performance in intelligent vehicle video recognition applications. Such kind of SIMD architectures are also employed in reference (14), in which the 320 PEs are grouped into 40 compute tiles for the simple and power-efficient interconnection complexity; and in reference (15), in which the 2048 fine-grained PEs are used for energy and cost improvements. One drawback of such processors is: these processors focus only on the low-level image data processing operations like image filtering, and they are not suitable for object-level parallelism, which is essential for higher level vision applications such as object recognition.

On the other hand, architectures for not only the data level parallelism, but also the task level parallelism are also developed (16; 17; 18; 19). For example, the chip in (18) integrates 10 SIMD PEs for data/task level parallelism. A more advanced work from the same group is also reported as a SIMD/MIMD dual-mode parallel processor that contains 8 SIMD linear array PE clusters which have 8 PEs each in (16). Heterogeneous architecture (20) has also been developed for performance improvement.

Another very influential trend for performance enhancement of image processing is the Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) (2). In (21), a GPU-based Cellular Neural Network (CNN) simulator that can run 8-17 times faster than a CPU-
based CNN simulator is reported; and in some particular applications such as the MRI reconstruction in (2), a maximum speed up of 263 has been reported.

Therefore, by employing such kind of VLSI chips, the image data processing time can be dramatically reduced. However, since such chips are designed to be compatible with many existing algorithms, for each particular application, some redundant energy consumption is inevitable, which limits the power efficiency of the whole system. In addition, the delay caused by the data transfer from the image sensor to the processor, which is usually in a one pixel per clock cycle way, severely limits the efficiency of the image data access; make such a system not suitable for time critical applications. Also, the employment of image sensor, processors, and sometimes memories also makes such systems to be complex and burden, thus not applicable for size-critical applications.

1.2.2 Smart sensors for low-latency

To develop real time image processing systems with low latency and compact size, it is very preferable to integrate the image sensor and the processing circuits on the same chip. The compatibility between the CMOS image sensor and the processing circuits together with the requirement of efficient image data access method leads to many researches on smart sensors in which the image processing functions are implemented on the image sensor.

Several works design the processing circuit mainly inside each pixel to achieve functions such as: image filtering (22; 23), gradient extraction (24), contrast processing (25; 26), selective region output (27; 28), inter-frame processing (22; 26; 29; 30; 31), pixel-parallel ADC (32), and bright dot tracking (33). While embedding the processing circuits in each pixel can achieve very fast processing speed, too complex tasks or unsuitable processing algorithms can cause the pixel to be very complex or even impossible. On the other hand, implement the
column/row-parallel or serial processing circuits on the image sensor but out of
the pixel-array can handle more flexible tasks such as: complex image filtering
(34; 35), histogram-based processing (34), color processing (36), 3D image sensor
(37; 38), multi-sensing (38), and motion detection (39). When combine the high
processing speed of in-pixel circuits and the flexible function of the off pixel-array
circuits, many works also report further image sensor performance improvement
(40; 41; 42), edge-extraction (41), motion detection (41; 43), 3D applications
(44; 45), matrix transform (46; 47), and image compression (48). With the power
of smart sensors, systems with small size and low latency can be achieved. Some
image sensors are expected to be used for bio-application (49; 50; 51).

Therefore, the development of smart image sensors opens the possibility of
designing even high level functional sensors that can handle more complex tasks
such as intelligent image processing. However, compared with the smart sensors
that can handle normal image processing tasks, the smart sensors for intelligent
image processing are less reported. In reference (52), a tracking function is devel-
oped on the image sensor but the application is limited to a particular condition:
eye-tracking. A really intelligent visual sensor is reported in (53), which imple-
ment the image sensor and the vision processor on the same chip. But since
the image data of one frame are firstly buffered in a group of memory, and then
processed by the vision processor, the merit of on chip image sensor is not fully
utilized which limit the power and processing efficiency. In addition, because
the embedded vision processor is developed to be compatible with many existing
algorithms which are probably not VLSI-implementation friendly oriented devel-
oped, such an incompatibility between algorithm and VLSI also leads to system
inefficiency.
1.3 Our Approach

As introduced in §1.1, researches have been advanced in our laboratory aiming at realization of flexible information processing like a human brain. Our laboratory has originally proposed the “psychologically-inspired VLSI brain model” as the foundation (54). Fig. 1.1 shows the psychologically-inspired VLSI brain model based on the associative principle. Since the biological details about the higher cognitive functions of the brain are not yet known, we call it psychological inspiration, by which we mean the model has been built by observing our mental activities by ourselves. The model is based on the assumption that human intelligence is produced by the vast amount of past memories accumulated through our life long experience, and that the most similar event to the current event is automatically retrieved from the past memories and is utilized to understand the situation and make a decision (55). The core of the system is an associative processor, the maximum-likelihood search engine, which has been developed in.

Figure 1.1: Psychologically-inspired VLSI brain model based on the associative principle.
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digital (56; 57; 58) as well as analog (59; 60; 61; 62) CMOS technologies.

Figure 1.2: Brain-mimicking VLSI system composed of dedicated VLSI chips having fine-grain massively-parallel architectures for subconscious processing.

Fig. 1.2 (54) illustrates a brain-mimicking VLSI system, a very naïve (or maybe over-simplified) model of the brain aiming at VLSI implementation. Massively parallel subconscious processing is carried out by VLSI chips dedicated to each processing according to the intelligent image processing algorithms for image recognition (63; 64; 65), object tracking (66), ego-motion detection (67), and motion recognition (68; 69) we developed originally. Such VLSI chips included achieve real-time performance of such algorithms in moving object detection (70; 71), directional edge detection (72; 73) and image feature representation
motion field generation and their vector representation as well as their perception by associative retrieval of past experiences. Each chip is implemented in analog, digital or mixed signal technology in a fine-grain massively-parallel architecture.

1.4 Scope of This Thesis

Although the parallel computation architectures of these VLSI chips introduced in §1.3 can accelerate the processing speeds of the intelligent image processing algorithms considerably. Most of these processors must read image data one pixel at a time from an off-chip image sensor. As a result, a large latency occurs during this data transfer, making these approaches not suitable for time-critical applications. On the other hand, for those chips with embedded image sensor introduced in §1.3, the functionalities are also limited to very particular processing tasks, thus can not be used directly to build a system.

Therefore, a scope of this study is to develop a VLSI architecture to attack the problem of data transfer delay between the image sensor and the processors in such systems. The digital pixel sensor (DPS) featuring the block-readout technique has been used to break the bottleneck of the low data transfer bandwidth between image sensors and processing circuits in this architecture. As a result, it has become possible to carry out the local image processing such as local feature extraction at each pixel in a line-parallel manner without extra buffer memory to store the image data. In addition, an efficient global image processing unit consists of SIMD processing elements for each pixel site is developed to run the intelligent image processing algorithms efficiently.

A proof-of-concept chip for the proposed architecture was designed in a 0.18
\( \mu \)m five-metal complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology. The effectiveness of this architecture has been demonstrated by building a real-time image recognition system. Thanks to the fast response of this processor, the system achieves a latency of only 906 \( \mu s \) which is very suitable for time-critical applications. Another chip with more flexible functions was also designed in a 65 nm 12-metal CMOS technology and the measurement results shows that it can work correctly.

In addition, a VLSI-implementation-friendly object tracking algorithm that is robust in various circumstances was proposed. To enhance the performance of a tracking system, an on-line learning technique together with a statistical approach were developed. This statistical approach is based on regeneration of multi-candidate locations which is similar to the particle filter but much easier to be implemented into VLSI. By simulation experiments under various conditions, this algorithm has been shown to be robust against illumination variation, object size variation, partial occlusion, and object deformation. Furthermore, a restrained version of this algorithm has been implemented into a real-time object tracking system using FPGAs successfully. By experimental results, this system shows satisfying performance in simple tracking tasks. Thanks to the fine-grained VLSI-implementation of the object tracking algorithm inside an FPGA, the total time consumption of the image processing task has been reduced to about 0.1 ms when the system is running at a frequency of 60 MHz.

1.5 Thesis Organization

In chapter 2, a digital-pixel-sensor-based global feature extraction VLSI processor for real-time object recognition is introduced with algorithm, architecture, implementation, and measurement results. An enhanced version of this processor is
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introduced in chapter 3, in which more flexible functions are included. Then in chapter 4, a real-time image recognition system using the VLSI processor developed in chapter 2 is described. In chapter 5, a directional-edge-based object tracking algorithm employing on-line learning and regeneration of multiple candidate locations is introduced with software simulation results. Chapter 6 gives a system implementation of a restrained version of the object tracking algorithm introduced in chapter 5. Finally, chapter 7 summarizes major accomplishments of this study.
Chapter 2

A Digital-Pixel-Sensor-Based Global Feature Extraction VLSI Processor for Real-Time Object Recognition

2.1 Introduction

There has been considerable interest in real-time object recognition since they play essential roles in various applications such as automotive car control, video surveillance, robot control, human-computer interfaces, and so forth. A number of algorithms have been proposed in this field to achieve this task, aiming at higher precision, faster response time, and lower computational cost. Generally, these algorithms were developed as software programs running on general-purpose processors (84; 85; 86; 87; 88). Because these algorithms are computationally expensive, to achieve real time performances in object recognition tasks, very large scale integration (VLSI) chips such as digital signal processors (DSPs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), and application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) were developed to accelerate the computation (89; 90; 91; 92; 93; 94).
2.1 Introduction

In ref. (89), a highly parallel DSP architecture that can process many complex functions such as $5 \times 5$ spatial filtering was designed for real-time image recognition. In ref. (91), the reported image processing applications employing FPGA are between 8 and 800 times faster than the equivalent programs running on a Pentium III processor. In ref. (94), a resonant adiabatic mixed-signal ASIC was designed and a real-time template-based face detection function was realized as one application of this work. Therefore, with the power of such programmable VLSI chips, the processing speed of existing recognition algorithms can be clearly enhanced.

However, in many cases, algorithms are not tuned to be efficiently implemented in VLSI hardware. Since VLSI hardware implementation is essential for building real-time image recognition systems, some researchers began to conceive of algorithms that can be easily integrated on a chip for more compact implementation with lower power consumption(95; 96). Reference (95) presents an algorithm for iris recognition using phase-based image matching. To reduce the size of iris data, they introduce the idea of two-dimensional Fourier phase code for representing iris information, which can be implemented using state-of-the-art DSP technology. In ref. (96), an object detection/recognition algorithm based on principal component analysis was proposed and implemented by introducing three-dimensional integration of multiple chips.

Human-like flexible recognition algorithms specifically adapted to VLSI implementation have been developed(97). Physiology research results reveal that the directional edge information in images is utilized as the most important clue in visual object recognition(11). Being inspired by such a biological principle, a directional edge-based feature vector representation algorithm called projected principal-edge distribution (PPED) was proposed(98) and has been successfully applied to medical radiograph analysis as well as to handwritten pattern
recognition(63). This image recognition algorithm is composed of four steps as illustrated in Fig. 2.1: image capture, feature extraction, vector generation and template matching. Some VLSI chips were designed for this architecture(56; 74; 78; 79). In ref. (74), a VLSI processor for feature extraction and vector generation was developed. In refs. (56; 78; 79), different VLSI chips were designed to accelerate template matching. Thanks to the parallel computation architectures of these VLSI chips, the processing speed of the recognition algorithm has been considerably accelerated, making real-time object recognition feasible. However, since such processors must read image data one pixel at a time from an off-chip image sensor, a large latency occurs, making these approaches not suitable for time-critical applications.

Thus, the purpose of this study is to develop a global feature extraction VLSI processor that is more compatible with time-critical image recognition tasks. The digital pixel sensor (DPS(32; 80; 81)) featuring the block-readout architecture(82) has been used to break the bottleneck of the low data transfer bandwidth between image sensors and processing circuits. As a result, it has become possible to carry
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The feature extraction algorithm developed in the present study is based on four types of directional edge filtering (horizontal, $+45^\circ$, vertical, and $-45^\circ$) as in the original PPED algorithm (98). However, the present algorithm differs from the original PPED in terms of how the significant features are selected to generate the final directional edge maps. It is composed of two main processes: the local feature extraction and the global feature extraction. Figure 2.2(a) shows the local feature extraction processing at each pixel site. Firstly, convolutions between the $5 \times 5$-pixel region centered at the pixel site and four $5 \times 5$-pixel filtering kernels (one for each direction) are calculated. Then, based on the four convolution results, the maximum gradient value is selected to determine the most significant edge direction at the pixel site and its convolution value is preserved. This process is repeated for every pixel, and the entire image is scanned with the filtering kernels. Figure 2.2(b) shows the edge flags obtained in the local feature extraction processing at each pixel in a line-parallel manner. To eliminate trivial local features, an efficient global feature extraction circuitry that can retain any given number of relatively more significant features has been designed and integrated on the same chip. By measurement results, it has been shown that this VLSI processor is capable of extracting features 400 times faster than software running on a 2-GHz general-purpose processor when operating at 60 MHz.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In §2.2, the feature extraction algorithm proposed in this study is explained. In §2.3, the VLSI implementation of the algorithm is described. In §2.4, the layout of the test chip and the measurement results are presented. Finally, the conclusions are given in §2.5.
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Figure 2.2: Feature extraction algorithm. (a) Local feature extraction at each pixel site by four-directional edge filtering, (b) extracted local features, and (c) feature representing edge flags in four directions.
stage. Since these edge flag maps are very noisy and contain much redundant information, only salient features are selected and retained in the global feature extraction stage. This is carried out by selecting only a predetermined number of significant edge flags out of all the pixels in the image, which have larger gradient values than the others. Such a selection is possible because all the convolution values obtained from every pixel site are preserved. Figure 2.2(c) shows four global feature maps when only 40% of the more significant edge flags are retained. Such a feature detection scheme is different from the original PPED in which the local variance of luminance distribution was utilized to select essential features. It was shown that the global features obtained in the present algorithm show more robust performances in certain recognition tasks including, in particular, motion perception (66; 69).

2.3 VLSI Implementation

2.3.1 System organization

A VLSI processor was accurately designed following the feature extraction algorithm described in §2.2. Figure 2.3 shows the overall architecture. It is composed of three main blocks: 68 × 68 DPS, 16 groups of local feature extraction (LFE) circuits, and a global feature extraction (GFE) unit. DPS is used to capture the image. Sixteen groups of processing elements are used for parallel local feature extraction. The complex interconnection between DPS and 16 LFE circuits is markedly simplified by the block-readout architecture, which will be explained in detail later. Because the size of each filter kernel is 5 × 5, a 68 × 68 original image is converted to four 64 × 64 directional edge maps with the maximum convolution value at every pixel site. Then, the directional edge flags with their convolution values are stored in static random access memories (SRAMs) in the
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GFE unit. Rank-order-filter algorithm adapted for hardware implementation is employed in the GFE unit so that the global thresholding process for all 4096 11-bit data can be accomplished in only 11 cycles. Such a fast processing capability is contrasted with those complex algorithms used in software (99).

2.3.2 DPS featuring block-readout architecture

After the DPS is introduced in ref. (32), which integrated both single-slope bit-parallel analog/digital converter (ADC) and 8-bit dynamic random access memory (DRAM) cells into each pixel, the research on DPS has been advancing to achieve more flexible performances (80; 81; 82). In ref. (82), a new architecture for pixel data readout was developed, making massive and parallel access to image data possible. This architecture enables us to read out image data from eight rows in a bit-serial manner at one read cycle and to seamlessly scan the entire pixel array with filtering kernels up to $5 \times 5$-pixel sizes. As a result, the DPS has
become compatible with various image processing algorithms. Therefore, the single-slope bit-parallel ADC introduced in ref. (32) and the enhanced 8 bit DRAM cells with eight control signals for block-readout architecture introduced in ref. (82) are both employed in the pixel design in the present chip.

![Diagram of pixel memory circuit](image)

**Figure 2.4:** Circuits in one pixel (a) and 1-bit pixel memory circuit (b).

Figure 2.4(a) shows the basic concept of the DPS (32). The pixel unit consists of a photodiode, a reset transistor, a shutter transistor, a sampling metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) capacitor, an analog comparator, and 8-bit DRAM cells. Figure 2.4(b) shows 1-bit pixel memory circuit. A global reset process in which both reset transistor and shutter transistor are on forces the voltage $V$ at the MOS capacitor to $V_{\text{reset}}$ for all pixels. After that, the reset transistor turns off while the shutter transistor remains on, then the decrease in voltage $V$ at the MOS capacitor corresponds to the light intensity at each pixel. After some period, all the shutter transistors are turned off simultaneously and the light intensity in each pixel is converted into the analog signal $V$. Then, an analog ramp signal and eight-bit digital ramp codes, which are synchronized to each other, are provided to all pixel units for ADC. The analog comparator in each pixel compares $V$ with the analog ramp. At the beginning of ADC, the analog ramp is below $V$, and
the comparator output ("write enable") is "1". At the time when the analog ramp voltage exceeds $V$, "write enable" changes to "0", and the digital code corresponding to $V$ is stored in the memory; thus, the ADC of the pixel data is accomplished. This operation is conducted simultaneously at all pixels, thus achieving massively parallel ADC. Eight control signals are used here to select which bit to read out during a read process.

![Block readout architecture](image)

**Figure 2.5:** Block readout architecture.

Figure 2.5 shows the principle of block-readout architecture (82). To seem-
lessly scan the entire pixel array with \(5 \times 5\)-pixel-size filtering kernels, four rows are grouped together and controlled by the same enable signal generated by “block-readout control circuits”. In one read cycle, the same bit in pixels from two consecutive groups of rows are read out. For example, in Fig. 2.5, the same bit in “light gray” pixels from rows 1 to 8 can be read out simultaneously. These data are sufficient to perform the \(5 \times 5\) kernel calculations at all “dark gray” pixel sites in a bit-serial manner immediately with no extra buffer memories. Therefore, simultaneous filtering at all “dark gray” pixel sites is possible in principle. However, to keep the circuits rational in the interconnection and chip areas, the kernel calculation should be performed in a line-parallel manner.

Sixteen groups of LFE circuits are employed as shown in Fig. 2.5. The leftmost LFE circuits process the data from columns 1 to 8, the second LFE circuits from the left process the data from columns 5 to 12, and the rightmost LFE circuits process the data from columns 61 to 68. Figure 2.5 shows an example in which \(5 \times 5\) kernel operations centered at all “black” pixel sites are conducted by these 16 groups of LFE circuits at the same time. Thus, the kernel calculations of one line are completed in four iterations. The details of the signal processing in the LFE circuit is explained in section §2.3.3 using Figure 2.6. Thanks to this architecture, the one-pixel by one-pixel image data transfer and extra image data storage are unnecessary. As a result, the latency is reduced considerably.

### 2.3.3 Local feature extraction circuits

Fig. 2.6 shows the implementation of a single LFE circuit shown in Fig. 2.5 in more detail. By using the block-readout architecture, \(8 \times 8\) 1-bit data from a selected block in the DPS are transferred to each LFE circuit at each clock cycle. An LFE circuit possesses eight masks, two masks for each kernel: one for the plus component, the other for the minus component. In each mask, there are three
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Figure 2.6: Local feature extraction circuit.
types of pixels, which are indicated as “dark gray”, “light gray” and “white” in Fig. 2.6. In the “dark gray” pixels, the bit data are blocked and converted to zero, thus transforming the $8 \times 8$ 1-bit data block into a $5 \times 5$ 1-bit data block. The “light gray” pixels are also blocked to zero to generate kernel filter patterns, where plus and minus coefficients are generated by two separate masks. Then the data bits only in the “white” pixels are transferred to the 67 1-bit input adder. This adder outputs the result in four bits. Here, 64 inputs are for the image data and the extra three bits are for the upper three bits of the previous summation results, which are fed back to inputs in each cycle.

For example, in Fig. 2.6, the leftmost mask forces the 59 signals in both “light gray” and “dark gray” pixels to be zero before being transferred to the adder and only allows the five plus components for the horizontal direction to pass. These mask patterns are controlled using two groups of shift registers, one group for vertical scanning, the other for horizontal scanning. Controlled by these signals, the mask can process $5 \times 5$ filtering kernel at all $4 \times 4$ pixel sites in the middle of the $8 \times 8$ data block. Therefore, with 16 groups of LFE circuits, the “dark gray” area in Fig. 2.5 can be scanned by $5 \times 5$ filtering kernels seamlessly.

Because the block-readout architecture transfers one bit in each read cycle from the least significant bit (LSB) to the most significant bit (MSB), the adder counts the number of 1’s in its 64 ($8 \times 8$) inputs. The maximum of this number is five because only five pixel data can pass through the mask. The LSB of the adder’s output is sent to the “11-bit shift registers”, while the upper three bits are fed back to the input for accumulation. Since only five 8-bit image data can pass through each mask and be added in a bit-serial manner, the maximum summation result is $255 \times 5$, which is an 11-bit number. As shown in Fig. 2.6, after these shift registers collect all 11 bits of the summation results, the “absolute subtract” circuit calculates the absolute difference between the “+” component
and the “-” component, which is the 11-bit convolution value for this direction. Then, the maximum gradient selection circuitry that is designed employing the two-dimensional bit-propagating scheme \((56)\) determines the edge direction at the pixel site. In this manner, the edge direction at this pixel site is determined with its corresponding convolution value. The results are stored in SRAM arrays in the GFE unit for future processing of global feature extraction.

### 2.3.4 Global feature extraction unit

Traditionally, the rank order filter is used to determine the nth order in a set of \(N\) data \((99)\). For example, \(n = 1\) yields the maximum value, \(n = N\) the minimum value, and \(n = (N + 1)/2\) the median value. In this paper, the algorithm is modified for marking the values that are larger than the nth order and implemented in a simplified circuitry for global feature extraction.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Initial status} & : 0 \text{: The value of “MARK” has not been decided; } \quad 1 \text{: The value of “MARK” has been decided.} \\
\text{FLAG} & = \\
0 \text{: The value of “MARK” has not been decided; } & 1 \text{: The value of “MARK” has been decided.}
\end{align*}
\]

![Figure 2.7: Global feature extraction algorithm.](image)

The algorithm employed in the implementation is explained using an example given in Fig. 2.7. The figure shows the operation of finding the larger three data in a five-data set (DATA1 ~ DATA5). The operation begins from MSB and propagates to the following bit in the next clock cycle. Each datum is accompanied by
a “FLAG” and a “MARK”. The “FLAG” shows whether the value of “MARK” has been decided or not; while the “MARK” shows whether this datum is larger than or equal to the third rank order datum. Both “FLAG” and “MARK” are set to “0” at the beginning.

In the first clock cycle, all MSBs of the five data are summed up. If the sum is greater than the assigned order, the result of this operation is “True (1)”; otherwise, it is “False (0)”. In the example, the sum is equal to 2; thus, the summation result in this bit is “False (0)”. Then, “FLAG” for the data whose values are different from the result, i.e., DATA1 and DATA2, is converted to “1”, and “MARK” is altered to the same value as its bit. In this manner, all the following bits in DATA1 and DATA2 are masked by their “MARK”, i.e., “1” in this example.

In the second clock cycle, the processing is carried out on second MSBs from the five data. The same procedure as in the first clock cycle is repeated. According to the example, the sum is four, and it is larger than the assigned order number. Thus, the result is “True (1)”. Here, the less significant bits of DATA4 are all altered to “0”. The same set of operations is repeated down to LSB. The result is available as soon as the calculation of LSB is finished. Therefore, DATA1, DATA2, and DATA5 are marked “1” as the three larger values out of five.

Figure 2.8(a) shows the configuration of the GFE unit, which is composed of 4096 processing elements, a 4096 1-bit input adder, and a comparator. In each cycle, the outputs from the 4096 processing elements are added by the 4096-input adder, from which the rank order number (TH) is subtracted. The MSB of the subtraction result, which is “0” when the summation is larger than the rank order number (TH) and “1” otherwise, is inverted and fed back to each processing element for determining “FLAG” and “MARK”. Figure 2.8(b) shows one processing element, which is composed of two parts: a 13-bit SRAM and a
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![Diagram of global feature extraction circuit](image)

Figure 2.8: Global feature extraction circuit.


![Diagram of mark decision circuit](image)

Figure 2.9: Schematic of the “mark decision” circuit.

Figure 2.9 shows the simplified schematic of the “mark decision” circuit. The circuit is comprised of three parts: a “FLAG” logic circuit, a “MARK” logic
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circuit, and a selector. It processes the pixel data in a bit-serial manner according to the algorithm illustrated in Fig. 2.7. After 11 cycles, 4096 “MARK” values are decided and preserved in “MARK” register in each “mark decision” circuit. The data in these “MARK” registers can be read out; therefore, both the “MARK” values and the data in the SRAM array can be read out.

2.4 Chip Design and Measurement Results

Figure 2.10: Layout of global feature extraction VLSI processor without the top metal, which is used for light shielding.

A VLSI chip was designed in a 0.18-μm five-metal complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology. Figure 2.10 shows the entire layout without the top metal that is used for light shielding. This chip includes all three blocks described in §2.3. The specification of this chip is summarized in Table 2.1.

Fig. 2.11 shows the environment of the measurement, in which the chips is mounted on a socket and placed beneath the lens. The object is put above the
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Table 2.1: Specifications of test chip. (⋆ the light integration time for photodiodes is not considered)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>0.18-µm CMOS, 1-poly, 5-metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core size (mm²)</td>
<td>4.5 × 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pixels</td>
<td>68 × 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel pitch (µm²)</td>
<td>18 × 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill factor</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transistor count</td>
<td>1.6 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply voltage</td>
<td>1.8 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock freq.</td>
<td>60 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>67 mW(⋆)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame rate</td>
<td>5000 f/s(⋆)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.11: A photo of the measurement environment.
Figure 2.12: Measurement results of global feature extraction VLSI processor. Global Threshold: 512; (a) edge intensities, (b) all edge map (485 out of 4096), (c) edge map in horizontal, (d) edge map in +45°, (e) edge map in vertical, and (f) edge map in −45°.

By measurement results, the function of the system has been verified. Fig. 2.12 shows the measurement results. The global threshold was set at 512, which denotes that it should retain more significant 512 edges out of 4096 pixels. The simulation results give 485 edges as shown in Fig. 2.12(b). The missed edges are due to the pixels that have the same convolution value. The remaining edges for each direction are shown in Figs. 2.12(c) - (f). The processing time is 0.19 ms at 60 MHz, which is more than 400 times faster than software processing running on a 2-GHz general-purpose processor. If distribution histograms are produced from these edge maps, they play essential roles in intelligent image recognition applications as shown in refs. (63) and (64). Such a high-speed performance with the minimal latency is in particular important in applications to motion recognition (68; 69).
2.5 Summary

A DPS-embedded global feature extraction VLSI processor for real-time image recognition has been developed. By combining the block-readout architecture of DSP and parallel processing elements, the latency of local feature extraction has been markedly reduced. By adapting the rank-order filter algorithm to hardware implementation, global feature extraction is accomplished in only 11 cycles. A prototype chip was designed in a 0.18-µm five-metal CMOS technology. The measurement results show that the VLSI processor can extract features more than 400 times faster than software processing running on a 2-GHz general-purpose processor when operating at 60 MHz.
Chapter 3

Design of Advanced Early-Visual-Processing VLSI Processor Using 65-nm Technology

3.1 Introduction

Nowadays, in our daily lives, image sensors can be found in many commodities such as cameras, mobile phones, computers, game machines, cars, and so forth. Thanks to these little “eyes”, recording and transferring pictures and movies become very convenient, which greatly broaden our view as well as memories. With an image sensor at the back of the car, we don’t need to turn back during parking, with an ultra-high speed camera, we can see what exactly happens when a needle is penetrating a balloon, and with a camera on the mobile phone, we don’t need to memorize the bus schedule. Besides these ordinary task, in which we just need raw images, many new applications are also under researching and developing, aiming for more sophisticated systems which can provide the desired information from the images: such as natural human-computer interface (100), autonomous
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robot/vehicle (101; 102), visual surveillance (103), and the ubiquitous environment (104; 105). Since such kind of real-time intelligent image processing tasks are always computationally very expensive, how efficiently we can process the image data acquired by image sensors is an essential issue in developing these systems. There are two important factors that affect the system performance, one is how to access the image data efficiently, and the other is how to process the image data efficiently.

The vast availability of image sensors is due to the continuously improvement of the silicon process technology. Although charge-coupled devices (CCDs) have traditionally been the dominant image-sensor technology, recent advances in the design of complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technologies have made them more preferable for their lower power, lower price, and wider dynamic range. In addition to these benefits, the compatibility of CMOS image sensor with processing circuits is very important for performance enhancement. By developing specific circuits for different purposes, Ref. (106; 107; 108; 109) achieve noise-reduction, Ref. (110; 111; 112) get wider dynamic-range, Ref. (113) also reports seamlessly binning mode change. Furthermore, since the design of functional circuits on CMOS image sensor has much flexibility, it is also possible to achieve even more complex image processing tasks on the same chip.

The appearance of CMOS image sensors with low price and sufficient performance brings the opportunity of realizing the algorithms that are verified by software processing of image data stored on some media (e.g. a hard disc). As a result, the real-time intelligent image processing systems become possible. For example, the “open source computer vision (OpenCV) (114)”, a very popular library of programs, collects many basic functions for real time applications such as segmentation, recognition, classification, motion tracking, etc. However, since the computation of such algorithms are usually very heavy, in many cases the
performance of software running on general purpose CPUs is far from sufficient even with the multi-core technique. To attack this problem, many VLSI chips are developed for accelerating these algorithms by employing different parallel processing circuits (12; 16; 20). A very influential trend toward this problem is the graphics processing units (GPUs) (2). In (21), a GPU-based cellular neural network (CNN) simulator that can run 8-17 times faster than a CPU-based CNN simulator is reported; and in some particular applications such as the MRI reconstruction in (2), a maximum speed up of 263 has been reported. Therefore, by employing such kind of hardware accelerators, the image data processing time can be dramatically reduced. However, since such chips are designed to be compatible with many existing algorithms, for each particular application, some redundant energy consumption is inevitable, which limits the power efficiency of the whole system. In addition, the delay caused by the data transfer from the image sensor to the accelerator, which is usually in a one pixel per clock cycle way, severely limits the efficiency of the image data access; makes such a system not suitable for time critical applications. Also, the employment of image sensor also makes the system to be complex and burden, thus not applicable for size-critical applications.

The compatibility between the CMOS image sensor and the processing circuits together with the requirement of efficient image data access method leads to many researches on smart sensors in which the image processing functions are implemented on the image sensor. Several works design the processing circuit mainly inside each pixel to achieve functions such as: image filtering (22; 23), gradient extraction (24), contrast processing (25; 26), selective region output (27; 28), inter-frame processing (22; 26; 29; 30; 31), pixel-parallel ADC (32), and bright dot tracking (33). While embedding the processing circuits in each pixel can achieve very fast processing speed, too complex tasks or unsuitable process-
ing algorithms can cause the pixel to be very complex or even impossible. On the other hand, implement the column/row-parallel or serial processing circuits on the image sensor but out of the pixel-array can handle more flexible tasks such as: complex image filtering (34; 35), histogram-based processing (34), color processing (36), 3D image sensor (37; 38), multi-sensing (38), and motion detection (39). When combine the high processing speed of in-pixel circuits and the flexible function of the off pixel-array circuits, many works also report further image sensor performance improvement (40; 41; 42), edge-extraction (41), motion detection (41; 43), 3D applications (44; 45), matrix transform (46; 47), and image compression (48). With the power of smart sensors, systems with small size and low latency can be achieved. Some image sensors are expected to be used for bio-application (49; 50; 51).

Therefore, the development of smart image sensors opens the possibility of designing even high level functional sensors that can handle more complex tasks which we named intelligent image processing such as: image recognition, tracking and even motion recognition. However, compared with the smart sensors that can handle normal image processing tasks, the smart sensors for intelligent image processing are less reported. In reference (52), a tracking function is developed on the image sensor but the application is limited to a particular condition: eye-tracking. A really intelligent visual sensor is reported in (53), which implement the image sensor and the vision processor on the same chip. But since the image data of one frame are firstly buffered in a group of memory, and then processed by the vision processor, the merit of on chip image sensor is not fully utilized which limit the power and processing efficiency. In addition, because the embedded vision processor, as well as many other visual processors (12; 16; 20), is developed to be compatible with many existing algorithms which are probably not VLSI-implementation friendly oriented developed, such an incompatibility
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between algorithm and VLSI also leads to system inefficiency. As a result, how to develop the intelligent image processing algorithms to make them easy to be implemented directly at the device and circuit levels is very important. Being inspired by the biological principle (11), a series of VLSI-implementation friendly algorithms were proposed and have been successfully applied to pattern recognition (63; 65; 98), object tracking (66) and motion recognition (68; 69). Some VLSI chips have been designed for accelerating these algorithms such as the VLSI processor for feature extraction and vector generation (74) and template matching VLSI chips in both analog and digital domains (56; 78; 79). To further reduce the latency of such systems, a Digital-Pixel-Sensor (DPS (32; 80; 81)) embedded global feature extraction VLSI processor has been developed for real-time image recognition (115; 116). By employing a block read-out architecture (83) and an efficient sorting algorithm, the feature extraction processing: the most computational intensive step in the image recognition algorithm, can be achieved in an efficient method with low latency. By employing this smart sensor, a real-time image recognition system was developed in reference (117). Thanks to the efficient image data access and processing methods, the latency between the image capture and the final recognition has been reduce to only 906 µs, which makes such a sensor very suitable for time critical applications. One drawback of this work is, since this smart sensor is developed especially for static image recognition, it is difficult to handle other algorithms such as object tracking (66) or motion recognition (68) directly, requiring much processing out of this chip.

Thus, in this paper, we succeed the design in reference (115; 116), to develop a DPS embedded early-visual-processing VLSI processor which can be used for more applications. By properly balancing the processing tasks into: pixel-parallel ADC, line-parallel local image processing and pixel-parallel global image processing, a compact and programmable design is achieved. The DPS technique
achieves fast pixel-parallel ADC, providing the possibility of accessing the digitized image data directly from the sensor array, which also gives the opportunity of saving the specific memories for image data buffering. The block read-out architecture (83) realizes the efficiency image data access; enable the bit-serial kernel calculation without any data buffering. For local processing, a programmable line-parallel local image processing circuits which can handle filtering and maximum gradient selection functions which need to be performed repetitively for each pixel site. The local processed data are stored in the memories inside the processing element (PE) of global processing circuits, which perform frame level calculations such as salient feature selection, differential feature map generation, integrated feature map generation, and self-adapted frame selection. This architecture is designed using a 65-nm 12-Metal standard CMOS process. The function of this chip was verified by measurement results.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In §3.2, the targeted intelligent image processing algorithm in this study is explained. In §3.3, the VLSI implementation is described. In §3.4, the layout of the test chip and the chip measurement results are presented. Finally, the conclusions are given in §3.5.

3.2 Intelligent Image Processing Algorithms

3.2.1 Global feature extraction for static image recognition algorithm

As introduced in chapter 2 and also references (63; 65; 98), the feature extraction algorithm for the static image recognition is based on four types of directional edge filtering (horizontal, +45°, vertical, and −45°). It is composed of two main processes: the local feature extraction (LFE) and the global feature extraction (GFE). In the LFE, convolutions between the 5 × 5-pixel region centered at
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the pixel site and four $5 \times 5$-pixel filtering kernels (one for each direction) are calculated. Then, based on the four convolution results, the direction with the maximum gradient value is selected as the most significant feature, which we call the local feature, at the pixel site and its convolution value is preserved. The direction in all pixel sites are expressed by four binary edge maps (horizontal, $+45^\circ$, vertical, and $-45^\circ$), for example, a black point (binary number 1) in the horizontal edge map means the direction of this pixel site is horizontal. In the GFE, based on the convolution values for all pixel sites, only a determined number of pixel sites with larger convolution values are selected and retained. The determined number is emphasized here because it is closely related to the other two intelligent image processing algorithms. Since such a global feature extraction algorithm is well explained in §2.2, the details are not shown here.

3.2.2 Differential directional-edge image generation for object tracking algorithm

A robust object tracking algorithm is proposed in reference (66). By introducing the concept of the differential directional-edge image (DDEI), a map of edge flags produced from the difference of two consecutive edge images, the information from background has been effectively removed. As a result, this algorithm is robust against the influence of cluttered background, as well as illumination change and speed variation. Since the smart sensor in this paper mainly focuses on how to generate the DDEI efficiently for such kind of tracking algorithms, only the process of DDEI generation is introduced in detail.

In order to generate the DDEI, firstly edge filtering is carried out at every pixel site in the tracking window using a $5 \times 5$-pixel directional filtering kernel, the vertical kernel is usually used for tracking in the horizontal direction. After filtering each pixel site has a convolution value. Then perform the process of
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GFE to retain only a determined number of the more significant edges as the binary edge map. Generation of a DDEI is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. From the two directional-edge images at $t_1$ and $t_1 + \tau_1$, DDEI is generated by taking XOR. In generating DDEI, the number of edge flags after XOR is counted in every frame. When the edge count reaches a predetermined value, i.e., $Th_{DDEI}$, the edge flag map at the moment is accepted as the DDEI at $t_1$. $Th_{DDEI}$ is adopted as a percentage of the total number of pixels in the tracking window. Initially, $Th_{DDEI}$ is set by hand, and then this value is controlled automatically by some other mechanism.

3.2.3 Directional edge displacement (DED) map generation for motion recognition algorithm

In reference (68), a motion field generation algorithm using block matching of edge flag histograms has been developed aiming at its application to motion recognition systems. The usage of edge flags instead of pixel intensities has made the algorithm robust against illumination changes. In order to detect local motions
of interest effectively, a new adaptive frame interval adjustment scheme has been introduced in which only the edge flags due to local motions present in the frame are accumulated and utilized in block matching. As a result, the computational cost for best match search has been substantially reduced. Since the smart sensor in this paper mainly focuses on how to generate the DED map efficiently, only the process of DED map generation is introduced in detail.

![Process of DED edge map generation](image)

**Figure 3.2: Process of DED edge map generation for the motion recognition algorithm.**

Fig. 3.2 shows the process of DED edge map generation, which is similar with the DDEI generation process. Firstly, an edge map is generated from an image frame by setting the determined number so that the number of edge flags remaining becomes a certain percentage of the total number of pixels in the frame. This edge map is called the source edge map. Then, the edge map is generated from the next-frame image with the same determined number and logic OR is
taken between the edge map and the source edge map. The combined edge map thus produced is called the accumulated edge map. From the third frame image, edges are detected with the same edge percentage, which is then merged with the accumulated edge map by taking OR again. In this manner, the accumulated edge map is updated at every incoming image frame. Such a procedure is repeated until the edge count in the accumulated edge map increases to a certain value. Then the resultant accumulated edge map is compared with the source edge map and the difference is detected. Namely, Exclusive OR is taken between the accumulated map and the source map. The edge map produced in this manner is called the directional edge displacement map (DED map), in which only the edge flags due to the motion occurring during the image sequence are accumulated and remaining.

3.3 VLSI Implementation

3.3.1 System organization

A VLSI processor was accurately designed for the intelligent image processing algorithms described in §3.2. Figure 3.3 shows the overall architecture. It is composed of three main blocks: 100 × 100 DPS, 24 groups of local image processing (LIP) circuits, and a global image processing (GIP) unit. DPS is used to capture the image. 24 groups of processing elements are used for parallel filtering or local feature extraction. The complex interconnection between DPS and 24 LIP circuits is markedly simplified by the block-readout architecture, which has been explained in detail in §2.3. Because the size of each filter kernel is 5 × 5, a 100 × 100 original image is converted to 96 × 96 directional edge map(s) with the maximum convolution value at every pixel site. Then, the directional edge flags with their convolution values are stored in static random access mem-
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3.3.2 Digital-pixel-sensor and local image processing (LIP) circuit

The architecture of the digital-pixel-sensor and the block-readout method have been introduced in detail in §2.3. This section only gives a brief description of these two parts. Figure 3.4 shows the block diagram of both DPS and LIP. To keep the circuits rational in the interconnection and chip areas, the kernel calculation should be performed in a line-parallel manner. Thus, 24 LIP circuits are employed which can perform the filtering or LFE for one row (96 pixel sites)
24 groups of local image processing circuits

Figure 3.4: Block-readout method for DPS
in 4 iterations.

![Diagram of local image processing circuits](image)

**Figure 3.5: Local image processing circuits**

Fig. 3.5(a) shows the implementation of a single LIP circuit shown in Fig. 3.4 in more detail. By using the block-readout architecture, $8 \times 8$ 1-bit data from a selected block in the DPS are transferred to each LIP circuit at each clock cycle. An LIP circuit has four kernel processing circuits, which contains 2 masks: one for the plus component, the other for the minus component. The detail structure
of the horizontal kernel processing circuits is shown in Fig. 3.5(b). In each mask, there are two types of pixels, which are indicated as “gray” and “white”. In the “gray” pixels, the bit data are blocked and converted to zero, while the data bits in the “white” pixels are allowed to pass through to generate kernel filter patterns for a particular pixel site. The plus and minus coefficients are generated by two separate masks. The data bits in the “white” pixels are transferred to the bit-serial adder. The LSB of the adder’s output is sent to the “shift registers” for accumulation. After these shift registers collect all bits of the summation results, the “absolute subtract” circuit calculates the absolute difference between the “+” component and the “−” component, which is an 11-bit convolution value for this direction. Then, the maximum gradient selection circuitry that is designed employing the two-dimensional bit-propagating scheme (56) determines the edge direction at the pixel site. In this manner, the edge direction at this pixel site is determined with its corresponding convolution value. The results are stored in SRAM arrays in the GIP unit for future processing of global feature extraction.

### 3.3.3 Global image processing unit

#### 3.3.3.1 Circuits design

The efficient binary sorting algorithm developed from the rank-order-filter algorithm for the global feature extraction was explained in detail in §2.3, this section starts from the introduction of the overall architecture of the GIP unit.

Figure 3.6(a) shows the configuration of the GIP unit, which is composed of 9216 (96 pixels × 96 pixels, one PE for processing one pixel site) processing elements, a full parallel 9216 1-bit input adder, and a comparator. This GIP unit has two system modes, which is explained in detail later. One is GFE mode; the other is frame processing mode. In each cycle, the outputs from the 9216 processing elements are added by the 9216-input adder, from which the rank
order number (TH) is subtracted in the comparator. In GFE mode, the MSB of the subtraction result, which is “0” when the summation is larger than the rank order number (TH) and “1” otherwise, is inverted and fed back to each processing element for determining “FLAG” and “MARK” as described in the binary sorting algorithm in §2.3. While in the frame processing mode, two edge maps from two frames are combined by “OR” or “XOR” calculation in a pixel-parallel way, and the total number of the combination result is compared with the other threshold to determine whether it should be recorded or discarded. Figure 3.6(b) shows one processing element, which is composed of two parts: a 13-bit SRAM and a “In-PE functional circuit”. The 13-bit SRAM stores 11-bit convolution value and 2-bit value for four directions (“00”: horizontal, “01”: $+45^\circ$, “10”: vertical, and “11”: $-45^\circ$).

Figure 3.7 shows the schematic of the “In-PE functional circuit”, which con-
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Figure 3.7: “In-PE” functional circuit

contains two main blocks: one is the “binary search block”; the other is “frame processing & data transferring block”. The system mode is controlled by the signal “mode control signal” as shown in this figure. This signal decides the output of which block should be transferred to the full parallel adder for summation. The data from the SRAM in the same PE is transferred to both of the two blocks. Besides the image data that preserved in the SRAM, the “binary search block” also receives the “feedback” signal which is generated from the “comparator”. In the GFE mode, it generates the proper signal for adding in order to perform the GFE as well as the final result, which appears as the edge map information: “mark” as shown in this figure. With many control signals, the “frame processing & data transferring block” has three main functions: data loading, pixel-parallel edge map processing, and shift the results out. It receives the data both from the SRAM, the “binary search block”, and the result data provided by the neighboring PE, while providing proper data for adding or as result data to the next neighboring PE.

Figure 3.8 shows the schematic of the “binary search block” circuit in detail. The circuit is comprised of three parts: a “FLAG” logic circuit, a “MARK” logic
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Figure 3.8: Binary search block in the “In-PE” functional circuit

circuit, and a selector. It processes the pixel data in a bit-serial manner according to the algorithm illustrated in §2.3. After 11 cycles, 4096 “MARK” values are decided and preserved in “MARK” register in each “mark decision” circuit. The data in these “MARK” registers are transferred out as the edge map information: “mark” and read out though the “frame processing & data transferring block”.

Figure 3.9 shows the schematic of the “frame processing & data transferring block”. It is composed of a multi-purpose register for recording the result and three combinational sub-blocks which are named as: “working mode select”, “data select”, and “function select” as shown in the figure. There are three control signals for the “working mode select” sub-block. When “LOAD_Data” is enabled, the function are further decided by the “data select” sub-block. If the “Load_Data_SRAM” is active, the datum from the SRAM is preserved in the register; while if the “Load_Data_SELF” is active, the datum in this register itself is reloaded. Such a design is employed because this register shares some control
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Figure 3.9: Frame processing & data transferring block in the “In-PE” functional circuit

signal with the two registers in the “binary search block” and it should keep the result during the GFE of a new frame. When the “FUNCTION_In_Pixel” is enabled, the function are further decided by the “function select” sub-block. If “In_Pixel_Normal” is active, the edge information: “mark” is directly recorded into the register. While if the “In_Pixel_OR” or “In_Pixel_XOR” is active, the “mark” preserved in the register and the “mark” from the “binary search block” are processed with the “OR” or “XOR” computation correspondingly. Finally, when the “SHIFT_Out” is enabled, all registers in this “frame processing & data transferring block” of the PEs are connected into 24 shift register chains, which can shift circularly to output the results. The output of the last register is feedback to the first register in each chain so that the results are not affected in the output process. The data preserved in the register is output for adding when “FUNCTION_In_Pixel” is enabled or as the data for neighboring PE of the “SHIFT_Out” is enabled. A summary of the instruction codes is shown in Table 3.1. These eight-bit codes are created by connecting the logic values of the eight
control signals in this order: LOAD_Data, FUNCTION_In_Pixel, SHIFT_Out, LOAD_Data_SRAM, LOAD_Data_SELF, IN_Pixel_Normal, IN_Pixel_OR, and IN_Pixel_XOR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction code</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 10 XXX</td>
<td>Load data from SRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 01 XXX</td>
<td>Keep the prior value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010 XX 100</td>
<td>Load the edge map information: “Mark”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010 XX 010</td>
<td>Perform the OR calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010 XX 001</td>
<td>Perform the XOR calculation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3.3.2 Operation

For the global feature extraction used in static image recognition, the “system mode” is constantly kept to be GFE mode to extract the global feature for each frame and records the results to the multi-purpose registers; then the results are transferred out of the circuits. For generating a DDEI, the first frame is processed in system mode GFE and the results are recorded into the multi-purpose registers. From next frame, after the GFE of this new frame, instead of recording the result for directly the multi-purpose registers, the system mode is changed to frame processing mode and a pixel-parallel “XOR” calculation is performed. The number of edge marks in the DDEI results are summed by the full-parallel adder and compared with the corresponding threshold. If it is less than the threshold, which means the object has not moved enough for generating a DDEI, the system will restore the original result by applying another “XOR” for the calculated results and the edge map of the new frame, waiting for evaluating the next frame. If it is equal or larger than the threshold, which means the object has moved enough for creating a DDEI, then the DDEI results are shifted out and the edge map generated for this frame is recorded into the multi-purpose registers for
generating next DDEI. For generating a DED map for motion recognition, again, the first frame is processed in system mode GFE and the results are recorded into the multi-purpose registers. From next frame, after the GFE of this new frame, instead of recording the result directly to the multi-purpose registers, the system mode is changed to frame processing mode and a pixel-parallel “OR” calculation is performed to calculate the accumulated edge map. The number of edge marks in the accumulated edge map are summed by the full-parallel adder and compared with the corresponding threshold. If it is less than the threshold, which means the movement is not enough for generating a DED map, the system will just keep the accumulated edge map, waiting for the next frame. If it is equal or larger than the threshold, which means the movement in the scene is large enough for creating a DED map; then a XOR is applied to the accumulated edge map and the edge map generated for this frame. The resultant DED map results are shifted out and the edge map generated for this frame is recorded into the multi-purpose registers for generating the next DED map.

3.4 Chip Design and Measurement Results

A VLSI chip was designed in a 65-nm 12-metal CMOS technology. Figure 3.10(a) shows the entire layout and Figure 3.10(b) shows a photomicrograph of the fabricated chips. The top 3 levels of metal are used for light shielding. To achieve good performance and high integrity, the photodiode as well as analog circuits inside each pixel are designed using the 180nm process, while all digital circuits are designed using the normal 65-nm process. This chip includes all three blocks described in §3.3. The specification of this chip is summarized in Table 3.2.

Figure 3.11 shows the environment of the measurement. This chip is mounted on a socket and put beneath the lens. Two 100W lights are used as the light
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Figure 3.10: Layout and photomicrograph of this chip

Table 3.2: Specifications of this chip. (⋆ a typical operating condition)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>65-nm CMOS, 1-poly, 12-metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core size (mm²)</td>
<td>1.3 × 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pixels</td>
<td>100 × 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel pitch (µm²)</td>
<td>10.6 × 10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill factor</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transistor count</td>
<td>4.3 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply voltage</td>
<td>1.3 V(⋆)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock freq.</td>
<td>20 MHz(⋆)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>13 mW(⋆)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame rate</td>
<td>40 f/s(⋆)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
source, and image is put about 20 cm from the lens.

Figure 3.12: An image taken by the DPS

Figure 3.12 shows an image taken by this sensor with a shutter speed of 24ms. Since this foundry process which was designed for regular CMOS logic circuits and analog circuits is not tuned for developing photo-diode and DRAM used in each pixel of this image sensor, there are some noises in this image. However, the purpose of this work is to develop the fine-grained parallel image processing circuits for the image sensor to achieve efficient implementation. Furthermore, such noises can be greatly eliminated in our image processing algorithms by employing
the global feature extraction.

![Figure 3.13](image)

Figure 3.13: Measurement results of the global feature extraction function. (a) edge intensity, local feature edge map in (b) horizontal, (c) +45°, (d) vertical, and (e) −45°, (f) merged edge map after global feature extraction, and global feature edge map in (g) horizontal, (h) +45°, (i) vertical, and (j) −45°.

Figure 3.13 shows the measurement results for both the local image processing and global feature extraction. The data after the local image processing are shown in Figure 3.13 (a-e), in which (a) showing the intensity of each pixel site and (b-e) showing the direction of each pixel site. The data after the global feature extraction are shown in Figure 3.13 (f-j), in which (f) showing the merged edge map of four direction and (g-h) showing the edge map for each direction. The threshold was set at 11%. Most of the noises in the original image have been eliminated in the global feature extraction. If distribution histograms are produced from these edge maps, they play essential roles in intelligent image recognition applications as shown in refs. (63) and (64).

Figure 3.14 shows the measurement results for the self-adapted differential
Figure 3.14: Measurement results of self-adapted differential edge map generation function.

differential edge map generation. In frame 32, a new reference edge map is generated. From frame 33 to frame 63, since the movement is not significant in the scene, each time after generating the differential edge map, the edge map is recovered to the reference edge map of frame 32. In frame 64, since the number of edges in the differential edge map exceeded the differential threshold, which means there are significant movement in the scene, after generating the differential edge map, instead of recover the original reference edge map generated in frame 32, the edge map of frame 64 is generated as a new reference edge for the following differential edge map. In the differential edge map generated in frame 64, more edges are from the moving part and the background has been reduced greatly. In this experiment, the global threshold is set to be 5.5% and the differential threshold is set to be 2.8%. Here only the right half of scene has objects as image since some problems in layout affected the stability of the “XOR” function in the left...
part of the scene.

![Image of measurement results](image.png)

**Figure 3.15**: Measurement results of self-adapted integrated edge map generation function.

Figure 3.15 shows the measurement results for the self-adapted integrated edge map generation. Four frames are shown in this image and the global threshold is set to be 11% and the integrated threshold is set to be 16.5%. In the first frame, it will output an edge map as the first reference edge map. In the second frame, the second edge map is integrated with the first one to make an integrated edge map, since the total number of edges in this integrated edge map is smaller than the integrated threshold, which means the movement in the scene is not enough, the image sensor will keep integration. In the third frame, the third edge map is also added to the integrated edge map. In the fourth frame, after integrating the fourth edge map to the integrated edge map, the total number become larger than the integrated threshold, which means the movement in the scene is significant enough for the following processing. Then the integrated edge map is output and
the fourth edge map is also output as the second reference edge map for the next integration. In this experiment, the global threshold is set to be 11% and the integrated threshold is set to be 16.5%.

Figure 3.16: Measurement results of DED map generation function.

Figure 3.16 shows the measurement results for the DED map generation. However, to achieve a compact design, this algorithm has been modified that the DED map is generated by processing XOR between the integrated edge map and the newly generated reference edge map, instead of using the prior reference edge map. In frame 51, the total number of the edges in the integrated edge map exceeded the integration threshold; then the DED map is generated by performing XOR between this integrated edge map and the newly generated
reference edge map in this frame. From frame 52 to frame 58, the movement is not significant enough to generate DED map, so the edges are just collected in the integrated edge map. In frame 58, again, the total number exceeded the integration threshold; the same processing in frame 51 is performed. In this experiment, the global threshold is set to be 5.5% and the integrated threshold is set to be 11%.

## 3.5 Summary

A digital-pixel-sensor-based early-visual-processing VLSI processor for real-time intelligent image processing has been developed. By combining the block-readout architecture for DPS and parallel processing elements, the latency of local image processing has been markedly reduced. By adapting the rank-order filter algorithm to hardware implementation, global feature extraction is performed in a very fast manner. The enhancement in the functionality of processing element improves the programmability of the processor greatly. As a result, such a chip can handle multiple algorithms efficiently. A prototype chip was designed in a 65-nm 12-metal CMOS technology. The measurement results show that this VLSI processor can achieve all expected functions.
Chapter 4

A Real-Time Image Recognition System Using a Global Directional-Edge-Feature Extraction VLSI Processor

4.1 Introduction

Real time image recognition has become an emerging research area for various applications such as intelligent robot control, automotive vehicle control, video surveillance, natural human-computer interface, smart game controller, and so forth. The traditional software-based recognition algorithms running on general purpose processors are computationally very expensive, and building real-time response systems at rational costs and power-consumption is not practical. To enhance the performance, a number of VLSI chips have been designed for specific image processing operations such as feature extraction and template matching (93; 94). Instead of designing chips for already available algorithms, a more effective way is to make algorithms themselves more adaptive to VLSI hardware implementation. The face detection core in (118) is designed with a particular
face detection algorithm. The network-on-chip in (16) is equipped with a special visual-attention-based object recognition algorithm.

Being inspired by the biological principle (11), a VLSI-implementation friendly image recognition algorithm was proposed and has been successfully applied to pattern recognition (63). There are three steps in this algorithm as illustrated in Fig. 4.1: feature extraction (step I), vector generation (step II) and template matching (step III). Some VLSI chips have been designed for this architecture such as the VLSI processor for feature extraction and vector generation (74) and template matching VLSI chips in both analog and digital domains (59). Thanks to the parallel computation in these chips, the processing speed of the recognition algorithm has been considerably accelerated, making real-time image recognition feasible. However, because most of these chips were designed for only one or at most two steps for this algorithm, it is difficult to build a fast response recognition system since the latency caused by the large quantity of data transfer between every consecutive two chips. The most serious bottleneck occurs between the image sensor chip and the feature extraction chip.

In this paper, real-time image recognition is demonstrated by building a simple test system using specialized VLSI chips. This system has two main components: one is a digital-pixel-sensor-embedded global directional-edge-feature extraction VLSI processor which was introduced to solve the most serious bottleneck in step I; the other is a vector-generation and template-matching processor (step II & III) which was implemented on an FPGA development board. The monitor control for displaying the recognition results is also implemented on the FPGA. The architecture of the feature extraction VLSI processor has been presented in (115; 116). However, its function was only verified by NANOSIM simulation. In this work, a real working chip was used for the first time in conjunction with the auxiliary functions implemented on an FPGA to build a very-low latency
4.2 VLSI-Implementation Friendly Recognition Algorithm

The algorithm has two modes of operation: the learning mode and the recognition mode. Step I and step II are common for both modes, while step III depends on which mode is working.

4.2.1 Global directional-edge-feature Extraction

The feature extraction algorithm is based on four types of directional edge filtering (horizontal, +45°, vertical, and −45°). It is composed of both local feature extraction and global feature extraction. During local feature extraction, the convolutions between the 5×5 partial image centered at each pixel site and four
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Figure 4.2: Feature extraction and vector generation.

$5 \times 5$-pixel filtering kernels (one for each direction) are calculated. For each pixel site, only the maximum convolution value is preserved as the gradient value with its direction as the directional edge flag. Fig. 4.2(a) shows the edge flags obtained in the local feature extraction stage. In order to develop a self-adaptive algorithm that can select only salient features automatically, a global feature extraction process was developed. In this process, only a predetermined number of significant edge flags which has larger gradient values than the others are retained. Fig. 4.2(b) shows four global feature maps when only 40% of more significant edge flags are retained.
4.2.2 Feature vectors

Although feature maps very well represent image features, the amount of data is still massive and dimensionality reduction is essential for efficient processing. 64-dimension feature vectors are generated from feature maps by taking the spatial distribution histograms of edge flags. Fig. 4.2(c) illustrates the generation procedure for a feature vector called averaged principle-edge distribution (APED) vector. In this process, each feature map is equally divided into $4 \times 4$ cells and the edge flags in each cell are counted and each element in the feature vector indicates the number of edge flags within the corresponding cell.

4.2.3 Learning and recognition

In the learning mode, the generated APED is recorded as a new template. Since a same object is displayed in different conditions for better learning, the same object can have several different template vectors. In the recognition mode, the generated feature vector is compared with all template vectors that the system memorized during the learning mode. The template vector yielding the minimum distance (the Manhattan distance is utilized in this work) is detected as the maximum-likelihood case to the input.

4.3 System Implementation

4.3.1 Architecture of the system

Fig. 4.3(a) shows the whole architecture of the real-time image recognition system. Global directional-edge-feature extraction VLSI processor is used for image capture and feature extraction. Then the extracted features are transferred to the FPGA development board, in which the vector generation and learning/recognition are performed, and the results are displayed on a monitor. Since
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Figure 4.3: Architecture of the recognition system.

the extracted features are edge maps and the data size is much smaller than
the original image size, the latency due to the data transfer has been decreased
dramatically.

4.3.2 Global directional-edge-feature extraction VLSI

Fig. 4.3(b) shows the architecture of the global directional-edge-feature extraction
VLSI. It is composed of three main blocks: a 68×68 digital-pixel-sensor (DPS), 16
groups of local feature extraction (LFE) circuits, and a global feature extraction
(GFE) unit. DPS is used to capture the image. Sixteen groups of processing ele-
ments are used for parallel local feature extraction. The complex interconnection
between DPS and 16 LFE circuits is markedly simplified by the block-readout
architecture introduced in (83). Because the size of each filter kernel is 5×5, a
68×68 original image is converted to four 64×64 directional edge maps with the
maximum convolution value preserved at every pixel site. Then the directional
edge flags with their convolution values are stored in SRAMs in the GFE unit.
4.3 System Implementation

Rank-order-filter algorithm adapted to hardware implementation is employed in the GFE unit so that the sorting process for all 4096 11-bit data in the global feature extraction can be accomplished in only 11 bit-comparison cycles. Such a fast processing capability is contrasted with those complex algorithms used in software. Through the GFE unit, the four edge maps are compressed into a full edge map, which is a superposition of all four edge maps along with the directional information at each pixel site. More details about this VLSI architecture are available in (116).

4.3.3 Circuits implemented on FPGA

Fig. 4.4 shows the circuits implemented on FPGA. The compressed full edge map information from the feature extraction VLSI is stored into an SRAM on the FPGA. After the data of one frame is transferred completely, the data are decomposed into four edge maps and stored in four edge-map SRAMs separately. An extra copy of the four edge maps and the full edge map are also stored in a special purpose SRAM for display. In the APED vector generation circuitry, the four edge flags on the same pixel location are read out simultaneously and accumulated in parallel by individual accumulators, thus generating APED vector components. Then the results are sent to present APED vector recording circuitry.

The function of the system after APED vector generation changes depending on the mode of operation, which is controlled by a toggle switch. In learning mode, a push button is used to trigger a learning process. Each time the button is pushed, the APED vector generated at the moment is stored in the memory as a template. In the recognition mode, every APED vector generated is matched with all template vectors stored in the memory for recognition. Fig. 4.5 shows the architecture of the template matching circuitry. The elements of 64 APED
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Figure 4.4: Circuits implemented on FPGA.

Template vectors are read out in parallel and sent to the sum-of-absolute-difference (SAD) circuits. At the same time, the corresponding component of the present APED vector is broadcasted to all SADs. The output of each SAD is accumulated and compared to find the minimum to yield the recognition result.

4.4 Experimental Results

Fig. 4.6 shows a photomicrograph and specifications of the global directional-edge-feature extraction VLSI processor fabricated in a 0.18-μm 5-metal CMOS technology. In order to achieve a compact layout and high-performance operation, the chip was entirely designed by hand-layout. This chip can achieve 5000 frame/s at 60 MHz if the light integration time for photodiodes is not considered, with a power consumption of 67 mW at 1.8 V.

Fig. 4.7 shows three edge maps that demonstrate the automatic critical fea-
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Figure 4.5: Template matching circuitry.

Figure 4.6: Photomicrograph and specifications of the fabricated chip (*the light integration time for photodiodes is not considered).
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Figure 4.7: Automatic critical feature adjustment.

ture attention capability of the chip. Here, four separate directional edge maps are merged to one. In this experiment, an image of a hand is used as the background. Fig. 4.7(a) is the merged edge map when only the background is shown in the scene. When another object begins to appear in the scene (Fig. 4.7(b)), the number of edge flags from the background image decreases, because it is in a little out of focus condition. When the object comes into the scene completely (Fig. 4.7(c)), the whole background disappears and only the edge features from the object remain because it is more sharply focused than the background image.

Fig. 4.8 shows measured waveforms from the system. The top signal goes from 0 to 1 when the extracted features of one frame are completely transmitted to the FPGA. Then the decompression circuits generate four edge maps from the full edge map. The time for decompression is 38 $\mu$s. The signal in the middle goes from 0 to 1 when the four edge maps are generated and goes from 1 to 0 when an APED vector is generated. The time for APED vector generation is 38 $\mu$s. The bottom signal goes to 0 when template matching is being performed. Thanks to the parallel architecture in template matching, the processing time is less than 2 $\mu$s. Restricted by the data transfer between the VLSI chip and the FPGA board, the feature extraction chip was operated at 20 MHz, resulting in
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Figure 4.8: Measured waveforms showing the processing time.

the feature extraction time of 482 $\mu$s. The data transfer time is 346 $\mu$s. Therefore, the latency between the image capture and the final recognition is only 906 $\mu$s, which is fully compatible to time critical applications.

Fig. 4.9 shows the demonstration system. It can learn 64 template vectors. Most memories on FPGA were used for displaying the results. The global directional-edge-feature extraction VLSI processor is mounted under the lens. In the monitor, the top five square images are the merged edge map and edge maps in horizontal, $+45^\circ$, vertical, and $-45^\circ$ from left to right. Below these edge maps are two APED vectors, the present APED vector on the left, and the most similar APED vector in the memory on the right. Finally, all edge maps in the memory are displayed at the bottom with a color mask on the most similar. Using this system, a series of simple hand gesture recognition experiments were performed, in which hand gestures of eight different persons were matched with 40 templates for five gestures generated from one person. The recognition rate was almost 100% when the hand was posed about the same position.
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Figure 4.9: Operation of the demonstration system.
4.5 Summary

A real time image recognition system has been developed. This system is based on a VLSI-implementation friendly image recognition algorithm. By using the global directional-edge-feature extraction VLSI processor, the latency between the image capture and the final recognition as small as 906 $\mu$s has been achieved. The merit of the global feature extraction algorithm that it can focus on more significant features automatically has also been experimentally verified.
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Directional-Edge-Based Object Tracking Employing On-Line Learning and Regeneration of Multiple Candidate Locations

5.1 Introduction

Object tracking is the critical task in many practical applications such as video surveillance, human-computer interface, vehicle navigation, and robot control. For a robust object tracking system, there are many challenges: illumination variation, object size variation, partial occlusion, and object deformation. A number of tracking algorithms have been proposed (119) including template matching (120), “mean shift” tracking (121), active contour, and statistical approaches such as Kalman filters and particle filters (122).

However, while each algorithm demonstrating good performance in its particular conditions, a robust solution with reasonable calculation cost is still far from being completed. Each approach has some weaknesses. Template matching can not deal with the object deformations of the moving objects very well. Mean
shift is vulnerable to the variation in illumination. Active contour needs off-line learning, i.e., which is not always available in practice. Statistical approaches such as Kalman filters and particle filters need a lot of computation to achieve good performance.

In contrast to the limited performances of existing tracking algorithms, the object tracking abilities in most animals are excellent. Although the mechanism of the visual perception system has not thoroughly been understood, many researches on this topic give a lot of inspiring results (11). The work in (11) reveals that the visual perception in animals relies heavily on directional-edges for both static object and moving object. Based on such a biological principle, many directional-edge-based object recognition algorithms have been proposed and give good performance (123). However, such a concept has not been widely used in object tracking.

Regarding the calculation time, since real-time performance is usually demanded, sometimes hardware is developed specifically to accelerate the processing speed. For example, since the computation cost of the particle filter is very heavy, FPGA-based VLSI architecture has been designed to dramatically enhance the processing speed (124). But in many cases, tracking algorithms are not tuned to be efficiently implemented in VLSI hardware.

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to develop a VLSI-implementation-friendly object tracking algorithm that is robust in various circumstances. Inspired by the biological research in (11), a directional-edge-based feature vector is introduced to represent the features of the object in an image. With such feature vectors, the very basic template matching algorithm can work well in condition of illumination variation. To further enhance the performance of a tracking system, an on-line learning technique as well as a statistical approach were developed. This statistical approach is based on regeneration of multi-candidate
locations which is similar to the particle filter but much easier to be implemented into VLSI. By simulation experiments under various conditions, this algorithm has been shown to be robust against illumination variation, object size variation, partial occlusion, and object deformation.

5.2 Object Tracking Algorithm

5.2.1 Directional-edge-based feature vector generation

The first step of this feature vector generation algorithm is the feature map generation which extracts edge information from an input image. Fig. 5.1(a-e) shows an input image and its four-directional edge maps. Each edge map represents the distribution of edge flags corresponding to each direction, i.e. horizontal, +45 degree, vertical, or -45 degree in the original image. These edge maps are the most fundamental features extracted from the original image. Then a 64 dimension vector is generated as spatial distribution histograms of edge flags in these edge maps as shown in Fig. 5.1(f). The percentage of the total edge flags in an input image is fixed, thus for images of the same size, the summation of all components of such a vector is a constant \( N \). This average principle-edge distribution (APED (65)) feature vector is used throughout the present tracking algorithm.

When the feature vector is combined with template matching, a tracker robust to illumination variation can be achieved. However, in more complex conditions such as object size variation, partial occlusion, and object deformation, such a straightforward approach is prone to failure. Since statistical algorithms usually work well in tracking with ambiguities, being inspired by the basic concept of particle filter, a statistical approach employing regeneration of multiple candidate locations has been developed to improve the system performance.
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5.2.2 Overall flow of the tracking algorithm

Fig. 5.2(a) shows the overall flow of this tracking algorithm. The first frame of the movie is processed by the “initialization block”. In the initialization, the target should be chosen as a square area as shown in the inside part of the red rectangular in Fig. 5.2(b). Then the “feature vector generation” function generates the first feature vector and records it in the “feature vector templates container”. The “candidate locations initialization” function initializes all candidate locations based on the position of the selected target as the blue points shown in Fig. 5.2(c) and record them in the “candidate locations container”. After the initialization, whenever a new frame is available, the tracking block is processed once. In tracking block, candidate locations are regenerated and new feature vector may be created and added to the “feature vector templates container”. With more feature vector templates, the system learns more about the target. Since such an on-line learning system usually add new feature vector templates when something occurs on the target, the description below suppose there are more than one feature vector templates in the “feature vector templates container”.

Figure 5.1: Feature vector generation.
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container”. All candidate locations’ center of gravity is calculated as the tracking result as shown is Fig. 5.2(d,e), in which the blue points are the regenerated candidate locations.

![Diagram of object tracking algorithm](image)

**Figure 5.2: Basic flow of this tracking algorithm**

### 5.2.3 On-line learning and regeneration of multiple candidate locations

The tracking process is shown as three steps in Fig. 5.3. Suppose the total number of candidate locations is $C$. Whenever there is a new frame, the tracking process starts at step 1: for each candidate location in the “candidate locations container”, the feature vector of the square region centered by this location in the new frame is extracted. The size of the square region is the same as used during initialization. Then the Manhattan distances between the corresponding feature vector and all feature vector templates are calculated and the minimum distance value is recorded. Based on the minimum Manhattan distance, each candidate location is assigned a weight. Since small Manhattan distance means
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the candidate location is similar to one of the feature vector templates, smaller Manhattan distance get a larger weight.

For example, the weighting strategy in the present work is described as follows. Define the summation of all components of a feature vector is \( N \). Then if the Manhattan distance is larger than \( N \), a weight of 0 is assigned. For Manhattan distances \( M_{\text{distance}} \) smaller than \( N \), integer weights are assigned nearly proportional to the evaluation formula: \( 10 - \text{INT}(10 \times M_{\text{distance}}/N) \). Here \( \text{INT}(x) \) means to take the integer component of \( x \). When \( M_{\text{distance}} \) is zero or smaller than \( N/10 \), the formula gets the maximum value 10, then the corresponding weight is \( W_{\text{max}} \), which equals to \( C/4 \) in the experiments of this work. After step 1, each candidate location is assigned with a weight.

In step 2, the system firstly checks candidate locations one by one to find whether there are some candidate locations having the weight \( W_{\text{max}} \). For each of such candidate location, a new candidate location is generated randomly in its vicinity. After the processing for all candidate locations is finished, if the number of newly generated candidate locations is smaller than the total number of candidate locations \( C \), the system continue to check candidate locations one by one to find whether there are candidate locations have the weight \( \geq (W_{\text{max}} - 1) \). For such candidate locations, a new candidate location is generated in the vicinity of each location. This process is repeated until \( C \) new candidate locations are regenerated. Then replace the present candidate locations with these newly generated candidate locations into the “candidate locations container” for the next frame as shown in Fig. 5.3. In this way the candidate locations that have larger weights are more probable to generate more new candidate locations nearby. These two steps are similar to the weighting and resampling in particle filters, while much easier to be implemented into VLSI.

To further enhance the performance of the system, an on-line feature vector
5.3 Experimental Results

The video sequence in ref. (66) is used to evaluate the performance of this tracking algorithm. Eight frames are selected from the results as examples and shown in Fig. 5.4(a). Frame 1 is used for initialization in which the position and size of the hand are selected; then the first APED vector in template is created. Near
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frame 267, the hand transforms a little. In frame 646, the system generates an ADED vector automatically, which is added as a new template. Therefore, in frame 647, a new template appears at the upper-left corner. The illumination changes in frame 954 and 1197. In the rest three frames, partial occlusion occurs. The tracking system works well in all such complex conditions. The templates are shown in Fig. 5.4(b). The number below each template is the frame number from which the template was generated. Except the leftmost template, which is decided by human, all the other templates are generated automatically by the tracking algorithm when there are some things occur on the target. Based on these results, the on-line learning ability of the tracking system is verified.

Figure 5.4: Tracking hand sequence in complex condition. (64 candidate locations)

Fig. 5.5(a) shows 10 frames from the results of another video sequence, which contains more complex conditions. After initialization in frame 1, the system tracks the target by an on-line generated template nearing frame 714. Near frame 1254, the person walks to the camera so the face becomes bigger, while
near 1902 the person walks farther to the camera. A new template is generated in each case. For consecutive frames 1770 and 1771, the change in position is about 13 pixels, which is about 15 percents of the target size. In the last three frames shown in Fig. 5.5(a), more severe partial occlusion occurs. The person removes his glasses and moves for a while then wear it again. This system works well in all such conditions. Fig. 5.5(b) shows all nine templates in the “feature vector templates container” in which eight templates on the right were on-line generated automatically.

Figure 5.5: Tracking face sequence in complex condition. (64 candidate locations)

5.4 Summary

A directional-edge-based object tracking algorithm was developed. By using directional-edge-based feature vectors, the system has been made robust against illumination variation. The on-line learning technique and the statistical multiple-candidate-location generation have further improved the performance, making the system robust against object size variation, partial occlusion, and object defor-
5.4 Summary

The performance was verified by experiments under varying disturbing conditions.
Chapter 6

FPGA Implementation of a Directional-Edge-Based Real-Time Object Tracking System

6.1 Introduction

Real-time object tracking is highly demanded in many practical applications such as video surveillance, human-computer interface, vehicle navigation, and robot control. For developing a robust object tracking system, there are many challenges: abrupt object motion, changing appearance patterns of both the object and the scene, non-rigid object structures, object-to-object and object-to-scene occlusions, and camera motion. Regarding these complex environments, in order to achieve good performance in object tracking, many algorithms has been proposed (119). Particle filter is one of the very popular and powerful algorithms for solving this problem in various conditions (122; 125; 126; 127; 128). However, the real-time performance, which is very critical for many applications, is difficult to achieve especially for high precision algorithms such as (122) by using
software running on the general purpose serial CPU, because of the heavy com-
putation cost. Although by employing the high technique of multi-core, digital
signal processors (DSPs) and graphics processing units (GPUs) \((2; 21)\) real-time
performance is feasible, it also results a complex power-hungry system, which is
not desirable.

Instead of using general purpose processing circuits, developing specific VLSIs
for performance enhancement is one solution to achieve high speed, compact im-
plementation, and low power. In reference \((124)\), a particle filter design method-
ology is proposed and implemented on a field programmable gate array (FPGA).
The simulation results shows such a processor outperforms conventional DSPs in
both speed and power consumption. But since the computation of particle filter
is generally very complex and expensive, including a number of floating point
operations, it is not very desirable in terms of direct VLSI implementation. Such
a problem dues to the fact that the particle filter algorithm is not tuned to be
efficiently implemented in VLSIs.

Therefore, in chapter 5 a VLSI-implementation-friendly object tracking al-
gorithm that is robust in various circumstances is proposed. Inspired by the
biological research in \((11)\), a directional-edge-based feature vector is adopted to
represent the features of the object in an image. With such feature vectors, the
very basic template matching algorithm can work well in condition of illumination
variation. To further enhance the performance of a tracking system, a particle fil-
ter inspired statistical approach was developed which we named the regeneration
of multi-candidate locations. Since this algorithm simplified the particle filter
algorithm into a non-floating point processing only manner, it is much easier to
be implemented into VLSI. Also an on-line learning technique is developed for
dealing with the complex environment. By simulation experiments under vari-
ous conditions, this algorithm has been shown to be robust against illumination
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variation, object size variation, partial occlusion, and object deformation.

In this chapter, a simple real-time object tracking system based on the idea of multi-candidate locations is developed. By implementing the VLSI-implementation friendly functions on an FPGA, the processing speed of this system is very fast. According to the experimental result, this system can finish the calculation task in about 0.1 ms after finishing the image data transfer from the image sensor to the FPGA. Since in this work, only eight candidate locations are employed for tracking and the on-line learning is not included, the performance is not enough for real applications. Nevertheless, such a fast image processing speed gives the opportunity of designing a better tracking system with high performance when developing control circuits for pipelining the processing circuits and other functionalities such as the on-line learning.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In §6.2, the targeted intelligent image processing algorithm in this study is explained. In §6.3, the VLSI implementation is described. In §6.4, the layout of the test chip and the circuit simulation results are presented. Finally, the conclusions are given in §6.5.

### 6.2 Restrained Object Tracking Algorithm

The first step of this feature vector generation algorithm is the feature map generation which extracts edge information from an input image. Fig. 5.1(a-e) in chapter 5 shows an input image and its four-directional edge maps. Then a 64 dimension vector is generated as spatial distribution histograms of edge flags in these edge maps as shown in Fig. 5.1(f). The percentage of the total edge flags in an input image is fixed, thus for images of the same size, the summation of all components of such a vector is a constant \( \lambda \). This average principle-edge distribution (APED (65)) feature vector is used throughout this tracking
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6.2.1 Overall flow of the tracking algorithm

Fig. 6.1(a) shows the overall flow of this tracking algorithm. The first frame of the movie is processed by the “initialization block”. In the initialization, the target should be chosen as a square area as shown in the inside part of the red rectangular in Fig. 6.1(b). Then the “feature vector generation” function generates the “target feature vector”. The “candidate locations initialization” function initializes all candidate locations based on the position of the selected target as the blue points shown in Fig. 6.1(c) and record them in the “candidate locations container”. After the initialization, whenever a new frame is available, the tracking block is processed once, in which every candidate locations are regenerated to move with the target. All candidate locations’ center of gravity is calculated as the tracking result as shown is Fig. 6.1(d,e), in which the blue points are the regenerated candidate locations.

Figure 6.1: Basic flow of this tracking algorithm.
6.2.2 Regeneration of multiple candidate locations

The tracking process is shown as two steps in Fig. 6.2. Whenever there is a new frame, the tracking process starts at step 1: calculate a “weight” for each present candidate location in the “candidate locations container” based on the new frame and the “target feature vector”. Then in step 2, the candidate locations are regenerated based on the present candidate locations and their weights which are generated at step 1.

![Tracking process by regenerate multiple candidate locations](image)

Figure 6.2: Tracking process by regenerate multiple candidate locations.

Fig. 6.3 shows “step 1” in more detail. For each candidate location in the “candidate locations container”, the square region centered by this location in the new frame, which is named “the image provided by a candidate location” in this figure, is collected. The size of the square region is the same as used during initialization. Then the feature vector of this square region is extracted by the “feature vector generation” function. Next, the Manhattan distances between this feature vector and the “target feature vector” is calculated and recorded. Based on this distance, each candidate location is assigned a weight. Since small Manhattan distance means the candidate location is similar to target feature vector, smaller Manhattan distance get a larger weight.
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Figure 6.3: Weight candidate locations.

For example, the weighting strategy in the present work is described as follow. Suppose the total number of candidate locations is $C$. Define the summation of all components of a feature vector is $N$. Then if the Manhattan distance is larger than $N$, a weight of 0 is assigned. For Manhattan distances $M_{\text{distance}}$ smaller than $N$, integer weights are assigned nearly proportional to the evaluation formula: $10 - \text{INT}(10 \times M_{\text{distance}}/N)$. Here $\text{INT}(x)$ means to take the integer component of $x$. When $M_{\text{distance}}$ is zero or smaller than $N/10$, the formula gets the maximum value 10, then the corresponding weight is $W_{\text{max}}$, which equals to 15 in the experiments of this work. After “step 1”, each candidate locations is assigned with a weight.

Fig. 6.4 shows “step 2” in more detail. Since each candidate location has a weight, the location is expressed by $(X_i, Y_i, W_i)$ as shown in Fig. 6.4(a), while $i$ is the number of the candidate location; $X_i$ and $Y_i$ stands for the horizontal and vertical coordination of this position; $W_i$ stands for the weight. As illustrated in Fig. 6.4(b), the system firstly checks candidate locations one by one to find whether there are some candidate locations having the weight $W_{\text{max}}$ (7 in this
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![Candidate locations](example) For each of such candidate location, a new candidate location is generated randomly in its vicinity (one new candidate location near \((X_2, Y_2)\)). After the processing for all candidate locations is finished, if the number of newly generated candidate locations is smaller than the total number of candidate locations \(C\), the system continue to check candidate locations one by one to find whether there are candidate locations have the weight \(\geq (W_{max} - 1)\) (6 in this example). For such candidate locations, a new candidate location is generated in the vicinity of each location (one new near \((X_2, Y_2)\) and one new near \((X_C, Y_C)\)). This process is repeated until \(C\) new candidate locations are regenerated. Then replace the present candidate locations with these newly generated candidate locations into the “candidate locations container” for the next frame as shown in Fig. 6.2. In this way the candidate locations that have larger weights are more probable to generate more new candidate locations nearby.

These two steps are similar to the weighting and resampling in particle filters, while much easier to be implemented directly into hardware.
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6.3.1 System organization and architecture of tracking processor

Based on the algorithm introduced in §6.2, a real-time object tracking system which achieves satisfying performance in simple environment by employing only eight candidate locations are developed. The organization of this system is shown in Fig. 6.5. It contains four main blocks including: an image sensor, a tracking processor which is implemented on an FPGA board, display control circuits on a separated FPGA board, and a display for showing the tracking result. The main processing tasks are executed on the tracking processor, in which a powerful FPGA chip of Altera: the Stratix III EP3SL340, is used. This FPGA contains 338,000 logic elements (LEs) with 20497 Kb RAM, which is enough to handle this system. Since there is not display connection on this board, another FPGA board is used especially for showing the results in real time. This board embeds many convenient chips including Cyclone II C270 FPGA device, VGA DAC with VGA-out connector, two 32-Mbyte SDRAM, switches, etc.

![System organization diagram](image)

Figure 6.5: System organization.

The over-all data flow of is system is also shown in Fig. 6.5. The image sensor
captures the image and transfers the image to the tracking processor, on which the images are processed. The tracking results, including the position of the eight candidate locations and the position of the object, together with the image data, are transferred to the display control circuits. The display control circuits output the result through the VGA-out connector to a display. The most important part is the tracking processor.

![Architecture of the tracking processor.](image)

The architecture of this tracking processor is illustrated in Fig. 6.6. This system has eight candidate locations, the positions of which are recorded in the “candidate locations container”. Each candidate location has a “candidate location processing (CLP)” block for itself. So there are eight CLP blocks in all. The
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data from the image sensor are firstly buffered into a memory, and then broadcasted to eight groups of CLP blocks, the “feature vector generation circuits” especially for initialization, and the “display control circuits” outside this FPGA. During initialization, which is triggered by a push button, the “feature vector generation circuits” in this figure generates the “target feature vector” based on the position of the target object which is manually set. This “target feature vector” is supplied to each CLP for weighting a candidate location. But processing the information of image data and the position, a CLP generates a weight for the candidate location. The “regeneration block” renew the information of all candidate locations based on the weight of each candidate location. The signals for controlling the flow of the system is generated by a “global control circuits”. After reset, the initialization is triggered by a push button. During initialization, the “target feature vector” is generated, and the position of each candidate location is set based on the position of the target. Then, whenever a new frame is transferred to the FPGA, a tracking calculation is performed. The size of the target is set to be $64 \times 64$ in this system.

6.3.2 Candidate location processing block

As shown in Fig. 6.7(a), the CLP contains both the “feature vector generation circuits”, which is the same with the one especially for initialization in Fig. 6.6 and the “weighting circuits”. By efficiently processing image data from the buffering memory, the “feature vector generation circuits” generates the feature vector for the candidate location in the new frame. Then the “weighting circuits” calculates a weight by comparing the generated feature vector and the target feature vector. A more detailed structure of the “feature vector generation circuits” is shown in Fig. 6.7(b). It consists of three function components. The “small image selection circuits” receives the image data and the position of the candidate location,
and record the small $68 \times 68$ image centered by the candidate location for the following “feature extraction circuits”, in which the global features are extracted as four $64 \times 64$ directional edge maps as illustrated in §6.2. Then the “feature vector generation circuits” convert the edge maps into an APED feature vector.

Fig. 6.8 shows the “small image selection circuits” in more detail. By controlling the write enable signal and the write address, a $68 \times 68$ image centered by the candidate location is recorded into the SRAM. After the whole frame has been transferred from the image sensor to the SRAMs in the “small image selection circuits” of each candidate location, the “feature extraction circuits” starts to read small image data and performing feature extraction, which consists of both the local feature extraction (LFE) and global feature extraction (GFE).

Fig. 6.9 shows the LFE in detail. The image data preserved in the SRAM in
“small image selection circuits” (as the eagle in this Fig. 6.9(a)) are transferred one pixel by one pixel to four groups of 68 pixels shift registers for recording four rows of pixels as shown in Fig. 6.9(b). Each pixel records a 12-bit intensity datum. When the first pixel, as the upper left pixel in Fig. 6.9(a), reaches the upper right position of the four rows of registers, the $1 \times 5$ array composed of the pixel from the SRAM (as the red pixel in Fig. 6.9(b)) and the right most pixel of each row of the register array (as the four blue pixels in Fig. 6.9(b)) just records the pixels in the 1 by 5 region at the upper left of the image. The same concept is illustrated in Fig. 6.9(b) by using the same image of eagle, in which the blue region is the pixels recorded in the shift registers and the pixel from the SRAM is in red. This $1 \times 5$ array is transferred to a $5 \times 5$ scanning shift registers as shown Fig. 6.9(c), which is used for seamlessly scanning every $5 \times 5$ region within the $68 \times 68$ image. For each $5 \times 5$ region, the data are processed by the “pixel site processing” block which generates the gradient and the direction of this pixel site. The gradient data which are further used in GFE, are recorded in a $64 \times 64$ 16-bit shift register array as shown in Fig. 6.9(d), while the direction data which are transferred to the “feature vector generation circuits” are recorded in a $64 \times 64$ 2-bit shift register array as shown in Fig. 6.9(e).
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The structure of “pixel site processing” block is designed exactly according to the LFE algorithm introduced in §2.2. The kernel calculation is achieved in fully parallel by four adders and four absolute value calculation circuits. Then combinational maximum-gradient-selection circuits are used to select the largest value. This value together with the direction is buffered as the outputs.

Fig. 6.10 shows the architecture of the GFE circuits. The same sorting algorithm is employed as introduced in §2.3 which contains both a “mark” and a “flag” for each pixel site. However, since such a parallel processing array as used
in the chip of chapter 2 is not feasible in FPGA, for a better trade of between
the complexity of the circuits and the speed, we developed this algorithm in a
line-parallel way, in which the processing of a particular bit for each gradient
value is divided into 64 cycles. In each cycle, as shown in Fig. 6.10, the gradient
values, marks, and flags of 64 pixels are processed and the results are feedback
to both the “mark” and “flag” shift register arrays.

Fig. 6.11 shows the architecture of the “feature vector generation circuits”. After GFE, the features are expressed by four edge maps. For fast feature vec-
tor generation, the data of one column in each edge map are transferred to the
“feature vector generation circuits” simultaneously. Each edge map has its own
“vector component generation block”. Each of them contains four “accumula-
tors” for generate four components at the same time in 16 clock cycles. Such
architecture enables the generation of a 64-dimensional APED vector in only 64
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Figure 6.11: Feature vector generation circuits.

clock cycles.

The APED vector generated by the circuits in Fig. 6.11 are compared with the “target feature vector” in the “weighting circuits”. The “Manhattan distance”, which is very easy to be implemented into circuits, is calculated for evaluating the corresponding weight (integer). In this system, the weight is just calculated by dividing the “Manhattan distance” by a constant value. However, a more flexible relationship between the “Manhattan distance” and the weight can be easily implemented by a look-up table.

6.3.3 Regeneration block

Fig. 6.12 shows the concept of candidate locations regeneration circuits in this system. The “down counter” starts from the maximum value of all possible weights values. The comparator compares the value from the “down counter” and the weight for each location in a serial manner. When a weight ($W_i$) larger than or equal to the “down counter” value, a new candidate location is generated near $(X_i, Y_i)$. This process finishes when there are enough (eight) new candidate locations generated.
6.4 Experimental Results

Fig. 6.13 shows the result in which the knob of a door is tracked when the camera is moved. In frame 163 and 230, the scene was shifted to the left; while in frame 410 and 522, the scene was shifted to the lower right direction. Finally, the scene was shifted to right in frame 579. In such a simple test, the tracking system can focus on the object faithfully without missing. This system is running at a frequency of 60 MHz. Thanks to the VLSI-implementation-friendly object tracking algorithm, the total processing time for one frame after the complete transferring of this frame is reduced to about 6000 clock cycles, which means only 0.1 ms at 60 MHz. About 94.5% of these clock cycles are used for feature extraction, in which local feature extraction takes more than 80%, since it needs the repetitive calculation for each pixel site in a serial manner. The calculation time for the global feature extraction, which is very time consuming in software-based algorithms,
has been reduced greatly due to a very efficient VLSI-implementation adapted algorithm.

![Frame 1](image1.png) ![Frame 163](image2.png) ![Frame 230](image3.png)

![Frame 410](image4.png) ![Frame 522](image5.png) ![Frame 579](image6.png)

Figure 6.13: Experimental results

Considering building a system that faithfully runs the algorithm introduced in chapter 5, if developing the control circuits for using the processing circuits in this system in a pipeline manner with on-line learning, a robust tracking system with a latency of less than 1 ms second is also feasible. Compared with the processing time for one frame on a 1.6 GHz general purpose CPU, which is about 5 seconds, a speed up of 5000 times can be expected. Such an order of performance enhancement is much faster than the available GPUs (2). At the same time, it cost less power since the frequency is not high.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter, a simple real time object tracking system based on a restrained version of the prior algorithm has been implemented successfully. By experi-
mental results, this system shows satisfying performance in simple tracking tasks by employing only eight candidate locations. Thanks to the fine-grained VLSI-implementation of the object tracking algorithm implemented in an FPGA, the total processing time for the tracking task has been reduced to about 0.1 ms when the system is running at a frequency of 60 MHz. This performance gives the opportunity of designing the robust object tracking system on the same FPGA with a performance speed up of 5000 times compared with the serial CPUs. Such an approach is also much efficient that employing the parallel processing circuits for general purpose such as GPUs (2).
Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Summary of This Thesis

In this work, VLSI circuits and systems for directional-edge-base intelligent image processing algorithms have been researched and developed. In order to minimize the latency caused by the image data transfer between the image sensor and the processing circuits, DPS-embedded processors were proposed and designed. The performance of such processor has been verified by building a real-time image recognition system with a very low latency. In addition, a directional-edge-based object tracking algorithm was also proposed and partially implemented in an object tracking system by building processing circuits on FPGAs. The followings are summaries through this thesis.

In chapter 2, a DPS-embedded global feature extraction VLSI processor for real-time image recognition has been developed. By combining the block-readout architecture of DSP and parallel processing elements, the latency of local feature extraction has been markedly reduced. By adapting the rank-order filter algorithm to hardware implementation, global feature extraction is accomplished in only 11 cycles. A prototype chip was designed in a 0.18-μm five-metal CMOS technology. The measurement results show that the VLSI processor can extract features more than 400 times faster than software processing running on a 2-GHz
general-purpose processor when operating at 60 MHz.

In chapter 3, a digital-pixel-sensor-based early-visual-processing VLSI processor for real-time intelligent image processing has been developed. By combining the block-readout architecture for DPS and parallel processing elements, the latency of local image processing has been markedly reduced. By adapting the rank-order filter algorithm to hardware implementation, global feature extraction is performed in a very fast manner. The enhancement in the functionality of processing element improves the programmability of the processor greatly. As a result, such a chip can handle multiple algorithms efficiently. A prototype chip was designed in a 65-nm 12-metal CMOS technology. The measurement results show that this VLSI processor can achieve all expected functions.

In chapter 4, a real time image recognition system has been developed. The system is based on a VLSI-implementation friendly image recognition algorithm. By using the global directional-edge-feature extraction VLSI processor, the latency between the image capture and the final recognition as small as 906 $\mu$s has been demonstrated. The merit of the global feature extraction algorithm that it can focus on more significant features automatically has also been experimentally verified.

In chapter 5, a directional-edge-based object tracking algorithm was developed. By using directional-edge-based feature vectors, the system has been made robust against illumination variation. The on-line learning technique and the statistical multiple-candidate-location generation have further improved the performance, making the system robust against object size variation, partial occlusion, and object deformation. The performance was verified by experiments under varying disturbing conditions.

In chapter 6, a simple real time object tracking system based on a restrained version of the prior algorithm has been implemented successfully. By experi-
mental results, this system shows satisfying performance in simple tracking tasks by employing only eight candidate locations. Thanks to the fine-grained VLSI-implementation of the object tracking algorithm implemented in an FPGA, the total processing time for the tracking task has been reduced to about 0.1 ms when the system is running at a frequency of 60 MHz. This performance gives the opportunity of designing the robust object tracking system on the same FPGA with a performance speed up of 5000 times compared with the serial CPUs. Such an approach is also much efficient that employing the parallel processing circuits for general purpose such as GPUs.

7.2 Future Perspective

In this work, the image sensor technique, parallel digital circuits, and directional-edge-based intelligent image processing algorithms are combined to develop systems that can achieve, although rather naïve, some human-like functions. As all these targeted algorithms are developed to be easily implemented into VLSI directly at the very beginning, an efficient trade off between processing speed, response time, and the corresponding system complexity has been achieved. Regarding to the power consumption, since such systems are still in the demonstration level, including functions on FPGA, display control circuits, and many auxiliary chips, the total energy is not low. However, once such systems were well established, the total power consumption could be reduced dramatically by developing more functions into ASICs.

Accompanied with the further development of today’s semiconductor process technology and the deeper understanding on the visual processing mechanism of the human brain, I believe the bio-inspired VLSI/ULSI devices will become more and more feasible, with matured functionality. Such devices don’t need to exactly reproduce the whole brain as it is on the semiconductor. Instead, it takes
more hint from this nature, implement the existed functions by fully utilizing the available characteristic of materials to maximally achieve an optimized system. Just considering how much time it takes for the formation of the human brain, the time for the “formation” of human-made semiconductor-based brain may take much, much less time.

7.3 Conclusions

*VLSI Circuits and systems* for brain-mimicking algorithms have been developed based on a very naïve model of the brain. In the algorithms of image processing, *directional edge information* plays an essential role for perception of still images as well as moving images. In these systems, the vast amount of subconscious processing in the mind has been implemented by VLSI chips or FPGAs. In order to build “real-time responding human-like intelligent systems” with small hardware volume and low powers, such development of hardware-friendly algorithms and their VLSI implementation in fine-grain parallel architectures are most essential.
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